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Comment noted. WSDOT received a number of comments in support of

and in opposition to Options A, K, and L and the associated suboptions.

These opinions are summarized in the Supplemental Draft

Environmental Impact Statement Summary of Comments (WSDOT, April

2010), available at

http://www.wsdot.wa.gov/Projects/SR520Bridge/SDEIS.htm.

Since publication of the SDEIS, WSDOT has identified a Preferred

Alternative, which is similar to Option A but with a number of design

refinements that would improve mobility and safety while reducing

negative effects. Chapter 2 of the Final EIS describes the Preferred

Alternative and Chapters 5 and 6 describe its environmental effects.
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The Preferred Alternative would not include construction of any new

ramps in the Arboretum. The Preferred Alternative would reduce effects

on the Arboretum, compared to No Build Alternative, by physically

removing the existing Lake Washington Boulevard eastbound on-ramp

and westbound off-ramp and the R.H. Thomson Expressway ramps.

Access to Lake Washington Boulevard by westbound SR 520 traffic

would be moved to a new intersection located on the Montlake

Boulevard lid at 24th Avenue East. See Chapter 2 of the Final EIS for

additional information. The result of this and other features of the

Preferred Alternative is a reduction in trip volumes on Lake Washington

Boulevard in the Arboretum compared the No Build Alternative. Under

the Preferred Alternative in 2030, a.m. peak hour volumes on Lake

Washington Boulevard through the Arboretum would be 1,330 vehicles

per hour with the Preferred Alternative, compared to 1,950 vehicles per

hour with the No Build Alternative. P.m. peak hour volumes would be

1,410 vehicles per hour compared to 1,730 with the No Build Alternative.

See the Final Transportation Discipline Report (Attachment 7 to the Final

EIS) for further discussion of trip volumes.
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The Preferred Alternative evaluated in this Final EIS would improve

operations on Montlake Boulevard by providing additional capacity for

transit/HOV, bicycles, and pedestrians between SR 520 and the

Montlake triangle. Most notably, overall delay related to bridge openings

would decrease for all vehicles because the additional capacity would

allow congestion to clear more quickly. Chapter 6 of the Final

Transportation Discipline Report describes the changes in traffic

volumes and operations on the local streets in the Montlake interchange

area.

The SR 520, I-5 to Medina EIS describes effects associated with

implementation of the SR 520, I-5 to Medina project. Widening the

streets mentioned in the comment, other than widening of a portion of

Montlake Boulevard under the suboption to Option L, are not part of the

project and are not warranted based on project effects. However, the

project would not preclude future changes to these streets.   
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